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We investigate the electron capture from insulator surfaces under grazing impact conditions. The eikonal-
impulse approximation is used to describe coherent electron exchange from surface ions. In the model the
transition amplitude is expressed as the sum of atomic transition amplitudes, each one associated with capture
from a different lattice site. The method is applied to 100 keV protons colliding on LiF surfaces. Strong
interference effects as a function of the crystal orientation were found for the partial capture from a given initial
crystal state. However, these interference structures disappear when the contributions from different crystal
states add up to obtain the total capture probability from the surface band.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a fast ion interacts with a crystal surface, different
interference phenomena reveal the periodic structure of the
solid. In grazing collisions with solid surfaces such interfer-
ence effects were observed for excitationf1,2g and ionization
f3,4g of projectiles carrying bound electrons. The transition
probabilities associated with these processes display oscilla-
tory patterns, which are related to the periodic behavior of
the lattice potential. Similar effects were also detected in ions
channeled through crystal foils via the changes produced in
the charge state of the ionf5–7g and in the electron-emission
yield f8g, and via x-ray emission following electronic deex-
citation of the ionsf9,10g. On the other hand, interference
structures have been observed in ionization spectra of mo-
lecular hydrogen by ion impactf11–13g, where the two
atomic centers of H2 resemble the two slits of Young’s ex-
periment.

The aim of this article is to investigate the coherent elec-
tron transitions produced by grazing scattering of heavy pro-
jectiles from the ionic centers of a crystal surface. The work
is focused on the process of electron capture at intermediate
and high impact velocities. Within the impact-parameter for-
malism we extend the use of the eikonal-impulsesEId ap-
proximation f14g to deal with a large collection atoms or
ionic centers. The EI approximation is a distorted wave
method that makes use of the eikonal wave function in the
initial channel and the exact impulse wave function in the
final channel. This theory has proved appropriate to explain
charge exchange processes for a large variety of collision
systemsf14,15g.

The method is applied to grazing protons impinging on a
LiFs100d surface, which is an insulator material. We found
that under surface channeling conditions, the electron trans-
fer probability from a given initial state within the band
structure displays sharp maximums in preferential directions.
These preferential axes do not necessarily coincide with low-
index crystallographic directions, and their orientations de-
pend on the transferred electron momentum.

Notably, when the contributions coming from different
crystal states are added to obtain the total capture probability

from the surface band, the interference effects almost com-
pletely disappear. In this way, the total transition probability
for the coherent process tends to the value corresponding to
random incidence, usually known as the incoherent probabil-
ity.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the theoretical model used to calculate coherent electron cap-
ture. In Sec. III results are shown and discussed, and Sec. IV
contains our conclusions. Atomic units are used unless oth-
erwise stated.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A heavy projectilesPd of chargezP and massMP im-
pinges grazingly on an orthorhombic crystal surfacesSd. As a
consequence of the collision, an electronsed initially bound
to the crystal in the surface bandi is transferred to the final
state f bound to the projectile. The frame of reference is
fixed on a target nucleus belonging to the first atomic layer,
with the ẑ versor perpendicular to surface plane and thex̂ and
ŷ versors coinciding with the lattice axis, as indicated in Fig.
1.

Within the impact-parameter formalism the motion of the
projectile is described in terms of its classical trajectory. For
grazing collisions the path of the incident ion can be divided
into differential portions situated at different distancesZ
from the surface. At every portion the component of the pro-
jectile velocity perpendicular to the surface is considered
negligible, and the ion moves parallel to the surface plane
with velocity vW =sv cosu ,v sinu ,0d, v being the incidence
velocity, which is constant. The angleu determines the ori-
entation of the projectile trajectory with respect to the crystal
axes; i.e.,u is the angle formed by the scattering plane and
the x̂ versor.

The position of the projectile at a given timet reads

RW std = RW 0 + Zsjdẑ+ vWt, s1d

whereZsjd is the classical ion path,j=vt is the coordinate of

the projectile along the direction ofvW, and RW 0+Zs0dẑ
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=(X0,Y0,Zs0d) denotes the position of maximum approach
to the surfacessee Fig. 1d.

To describe the electron transfer process we employ the
independent electron model, in which noncaptured electrons
remain frozen in their initial states. In this way the problem
is reduced to a one-active-electron systemf16g. The elec-
tronic stateCi

+std associated with the collision satisfies the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian

Hstd = hs + VPe„rWPstd…, s2d

with

hs = −
1

2
¹rW

2 + VSesrWd s3d

the crystal Hamiltonian, whererW is the position vector of the

active electrone, rWPstd=rW−RW std denotes the position ofe with
respect to the projectile, and the potentialsVPesrWPd
=−zP/ urWPu and VSe represent thee-P and e-S interactions,
respectively. As initial condition, whent→−` the state
Ci

+std tends to the unperturbed stateFistd=exps−ieitdfi,
wherefi is eigenfunction ofhs with energyei.

In insulator surfaces electrons are strongly localized
around the atoms or ionic centers of the crystal lattice.
Therefore, only those electrons bound to atoms situated at
the first atomic plane contribute effectively to the electron
capture. Using the Bloch representation the initial unper-
turbed statefi is expressed asf17g

fi ; fikWsrWd = o
n,m=−`

`

eikW·xWnm wisrW − xWnmd, s4d

where the wave vectorkW =kxx̂+kyŷ;skx,kyd has been intro-
duced to identify a given crystal state within the surface band
i, with kW belonging to the first Brillouin zone. In Eq.s4d the
function wi represents a Wannier function and the position
vectors

xWnm= ndxx̂ + mdyŷ, s5d

with n,m=0, ±1, ±2, . . .,determine lattice sites correspond-
ing to surface atoms,dx anddy being the shortest interatomic
distances in the directionsx̂ and ŷ, respectivelyssee Fig. 1d.

As a first estimation we consider that the overlap between
wave functions corresponding to nearest-neighbor atoms is
small, and the Wannier functionwi approximates to the
atomic wave function. The Bloch energyei corresponding to
fikW can be roughly expressed asf17g

ei ; eiskWd = «i −
di

2
cosskxdxdcosskydyd, s6d

where«i is the eigenenergy associated with the atomic state
wi anddi is the bandwidth.

A. Coherent transition amplitude

In this work we use a distorted-wave method—the EI
theory—to describe the electronic transitionfikW→w f, w f be-
ing the final wave function bound to the projectile. The prior
form of the EI transition amplitude readsf14,18g

AikW = − iE
−`

+`

dtkx f
I−uVf

†uxikW
E+l, s7d

wherexikW
E+ and x f

I− are the eikonal and exact impulse wave
functions in the entrance and exit channels, respectively, and
the sign 6 indicates the incomings2d and outgoings1d
asymptotic conditions. The potentialVf represents the pertur-
bation in the final channel, which is given byVfux f

I−l
=fHstd− id /dtgux f

I−l. For the considered collisional system,
the initial eikonal wave function reads

xikW
E+ = fikWsrWdexpf− ieiskWdtgE+szP,− vW,rWPd, s8d

whereE+szP,−vW ,rWPd=expf−izP/v lnsvrP+vW ·rWPdg is the eiko-
nal phase that describes the asymptotic distortion produced
by the projectile in the entrance channel, withrP= urWPu. The
final exact impulse wave function reads

FIG. 1. Schematic depiction of
the coordinate system.
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x f
I− =

1

s2pd3/2E dqWw̃ fsqWdexpsiqW · rWPdDS
−sqW + vW,rWd

3exps− i« ftdexpsivW · rW − iv2t/2d, s9d

where the functionDS
−spW ,rWd represents the distortion intro-

duced by the crystal surface in the exit channel and the tilde
denotes the Fourier transform. In Eq.s9d, « f is the eigenen-
ergy associated with the final statew f and the last exponen-
tial factor stranslation factord takes into account that the pro-
jectile is moving in the frame of referencef19g.

Replacing Eqs.s8d and s9d in Eq. s7d the coherent transi-
tion amplitude, except for a constant phase, reads

AikW = o
n,m=−`

`

expfiskW − WW d ·xWnmgAi
sn,md, s10d

where

Ai
sn,md =E

−`

+`

dt8 expfisvW − WW d ·vWt8g E dqWw̃ f
*sqWd

3E drW
expf− isvW · rWnm+ qW · rWPdg

s2pd3/2 wisrWnmd

3DS
−*

sqW + vW,rWdDsqW,rWPdE+szP,− vW,rWPd, s11d

with rWnm=rW−xWnm andDsqW ,rWPd=q2/2−« f +VPesrWPd. The vector

WW = Sv
2

+
eiskWd − « f

v
Dv̂ s12d

is the transferred momentum vector parallel tov̂, with v̂
=vW /v. Note that in every term of Eq.s10d the integration
variable t has been changed by the variablet8, which fixes
the time origin when the projectile is at the closest distance
from thexWnm site, as expressed in Eq.s11d.

The functionAi
sn,md, given by Eq.s11d, is related to the

capture from the atomic bound statewisrWnmd, which is cen-
tered around the positionxWnm of the lattice. We assume that
when the electrone is captured from a region close to thexWnm
site, what happens is the following.

sid In the exit channel, the charge of passive electrons
fully screens the other ionic centers, and the final interaction
betweene and the ionic core placed at the positionxWnm can
be represented by a Coulomb potential with effective charge
zT. Then, in Eq.s11d we replace the functionDS

−spW ,rWd by the
Coulomb distortion factorD−szT,pW ,rWnmd=expfpzT/ s2pdgGs1
+ izT/pd1F1s−izT/p,1 ,−iprnm− ipW ·rWnmd, with 1F1 the conflu-
ent hypergeometric function andp= upW u.

sii d Only the time interval in which the projectile moves
close to the positionxWnm contributes effectively to the transi-
tion amplitude. Consequently, the position vector of the pro-
jectile can be approximated by

RW st8d = xWnm+ rWnm+ vWt8, s13d

whererWnm denotes the impact parameter measured with re-
spect to sitexWnm, with rWnm·vW =0. According to geometry, the
impact parameter is expressed asrWnm=−znmû+Zsjnmdẑ,
wherexWnm−RW 0=jnmv̂+znmû and û= ẑ3 v̂.

Taking into account the assumptionssid andsii d, from Eq.
s11d we can derive a partial transition matrixTi

sn,md by using
the usual eikonal transformationf19g—that is, Ti

sn,mdshW d
=v / s2pd3edrWnmAi

sn,md exps−ihW ·rWnmd, wherehW is the perpen-
dicular transferred momentum, withhW ·vW =0. After some al-
gebra, the transition matrixTi

sn,md becomes independent of
the particular lattice sitexWnm, and it reads

TishW d =
1

s2pd3/2E dqWw̃ f
*sqWdLTi

−*
sqW + vW,− WW Td

3FSq2

2
− « fDIP

+s− vW,qW + WW Pd + JP
+s− vW,qW + WW PdG ,

s14d

where we have explicitly omitted thesn,md supraindex. The
auxiliary functions

H IP
+spW ,qWd

JP
+spW ,qWd J =E drW

exps− iqW · rWd
s2pd3/2 3 H 1

VPesrWd J 3 E+szP,pW ,rWd

s15d

and

LTi
− spW ,qWd =E drW

exps− iqW · rWd
s2pd3/2 wi

*srWdD−szT,pW ,rWd s16d

are Nordsieck-type integrals, which have closed formsf20g,
and WW T=hW +WW and WW P=vW −WW T are the well-known trans-
ferred momentum vectors.

The function TishW d, given Eq. s14d, coincides with the
transition matrix corresponding to electron capture from the
atomic bound statewi. By employing the eikonal relation
once moref19g we obtainAi

sn,md=ai
satdsrWnmd, where

ai
satdsrWd =

2p

v
E dhW TishW dexpsihW · rWd s17d

represents the amplitude for the atomic transitionwi →w f and
all information about the particular lattice site from which
the electron is captured is contained in the impact parameter
rWnm. Replacing this expression in Eq.s10d, the coherent tran-
sition amplitude reads

AikW = o
n,m=−`

`

expfiskW − WW d ·xWnmgai
satdsrWnmd. s18d

Therefore, the coherent process of electron transfer from the
crystal surface looks like a collection of individual atomic
captures, each of them from a different lattice sitexWnm.

B. Partial and total capture probabilities

The electron capture probability from a given crystal state
fikW within the surface bandi is derived from Eq.s18d as

PikW =
1

S0
E

S0

dRW 0uAikWu2, s19d

where the integral onRW 0 has been introduced to average the
different positions around the origin where the projectile can
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reach the closest distance to the surface andS0, chosen as
S0=dxdy, denotes the integration area. The probabilityPikW

given by Eq.s19d will be here named partial capture prob-
ability, in contrast with the total capture probability from the
surface bandi, denoted asPi.

The total probabilityPi is obtained by adding the partial
probabilitiesPikW for the different initial crystal states—that
is,

Pi =
1

SES
dkW PikW , s20d

where S refers to the area of the first Brillouin zone,S
=s2pd2/S, with S the surface of the primitive cell of the
direct latticef17g.

Incoherent limit

Replacing Eq.s18d in Eq. s19d the total capture probabil-
ity Pi reads

Pi = o
n8,m8

o
n,m
E

S

dkW

S expfiskW − WW d · sxWnm− xWn8m8dg

3E
S0

dRW 0

S0
ai

satdsrWnmdai
satd*srWn8m8d. s21d

Note that even though thekW dependence has not been explic-
itly included, the integrand of Eq.s21d also depends onkW

through the transferred momentumWW , as indicated by Eq.

s12d. However, for high impact velocities the momentumWW

varies only slightly withkW, and it can be considered a con-
stant. Under this assumption the integral onkW in Eq. s21d can
be analytically solved, and the total capture probability from
the surface bandi approximates to

Pi < E
S0

dRW 0

S0
o
n,m

uai
satdsrWnmdu2. s22d

By changing the sum on the discrete indexessn,md that iden-
tify the different lattice site by an integral on the surface
plane, we find thatPi tends to the incoherent value corre-
sponding to random incidencef21g. That is,Pi < Pi

sind, with

Pi
sind = lsE dxW8 Pi

satd
„rWsxW8d…, s23d

where Pi
satdsrWd= uai

satdsrWdu2 is the atomic capture probability
from the initial statewi as a function of the impact parameter
rW andls is the surface atomic density, which depends on the
Miller indices of the crystallographic surface. In Eq.s23d the
impact parameterrW depends on the position on the surface
planexW8=sx8 ,y8 ,0d,

rsx8,y8d = Îy8
2
+ Z2sx8d, wsx8,y8d = arctanSZsx8d

y8
D ,

s24d

being the modulus and the azimuthal angle, respectively, of
rW.

III. RESULTS

Our study has concentrated on 100 keV protons imping-
ing on a LiFs100d surface with the angle of incidenceui
=0.7°, which is measured with respect to the surface plane
f22g. The LiF can be considered as the typical example of
orthorhombic ionic crystal: valence electrons are localized
around ionic centers, placed at sites of a cubic lattice, with
dx=dy=3.8 a.u. For this collisional system, proton neutral-
ization is principally caused by the electron transfer to the
ground state of hydrogen from bound states to surface ions.
We evaluated the electron exchange processes from theK
shell of Li+ cations and theL shell of F− anions using the
standard EI approximationf14g. The K shell of F− is not
included in our calculations because its contribution is neg-
ligible at the considered impact energy. The wave functions
wi corresponding to Li+ and F− ions were represented by
Hartree-Fock wave functions for positive and negative ions
f23g, respectively. No correction was included inwi to take
into account the interaction of the target ion with nearest
neighbors. By using energy requirements, we chose the ef-
fective chargezT as zT=Î−2ni

2«i f24,25g, where ni is the
principal quantum number associated withwi and «i is its
eigenenergy. The 2s and 2p bandwidths of fluor were esti-
mated as 1.6 and 5.0 eV, respectivelyf26,27g, and the band-
width corresponding to the state 1s of lithium was neglected.

For every initial state, the calculation of the transition
matrix Ti involves a three-dimensional integration on the

FIG. 2. Module and phase of the atomic transition amplitude
ai

satd as a function of the impact parameterr for 100 keV protons
impinging on Li+ and F− ions. sad Atomic capture probabilityPi

satd

= uai
satdu2 andsbd phasebi of ai

satd as defined by Eq.s25d. Dotted line:
capture from the 1s state of lithium. Solid, dashed, and dash-dotted
lines: capture from states 2s, 2p0, and 2p1 of fluor, respectively.
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variableqW fEq. s14dg, which was numerically evaluated with
a relative error lower than 1%. The further numerical inte-
gration onhW , involved in Eq.s17d, was done with an relative
error of 1%. To evaluate the infinite sum on the lattice sites
contained in Eq.s18d we considered about 500 sites along
the projectile path and approximately 10 sites in the direction
perpendicular tovW. The additional integrations on the vari-

ablesRW 0 andkW involved in Eqs.s19d and s20d, respectively,
were done with the Monte Carlo numerical technique, with
an error lower than 5%. The classical trajectory of the pro-

jectile, Zsjd, was determined employing the Ziegler-
Biersack-Littmark sZBLd potential f28g to describe the
projectile-surface interaction.

To derive the coherent transition amplitude, as given by
Eq. s18d, it is necessary to take into account not only the
modulus but also the phase of the atomic transition ampli-
tude ai

satd. Including the internuclear projectile-target poten-
tial by means of the eikonal treatment, the transition ampli-
tudeai

satd readsf24g

FIG. 3. Partial capture prob-
abilities PikW from initial crystal
states withkW =s0,0d, as given by
Eq. s19d, as a function of the ori-
entation angle of the trajectory,u.
The collision system is composed
of 100 keV protons impinging on
a LiFs100d surface with the inci-
dence angleui =0.7°. The follow-
ing surface bands were consid-
ered: sad Li+s1sd, sbd F−s2sd, scd
F−s2p0d, andsdd F−s2p1d.

FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 3 for
initial crystal states with kW

=(p / s2dxd ,p / s2dyd).
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ai
satdsrWd = uai

satdsrduexpHiFbisrd + smi − mfdw

− nTP lnS2v
r
DGJ , s25d

wheremisfd is the magnetic number corresponding to the ini-
tial sfinald atomic state andnTP=2zTzP/v. The variablesr
andw are the modulus and the azimuthal angle, respectively,
of the impact parameterrW, and bi represents the phase for
w=0, in the absence of the internuclear potential. In Fig. 2sad
we display the atomic capture probabilityPi

satd= uai
satdu2, as a

function of the modulus of the impact parameter. In the
whole range of considered impact parameters, captured elec-
trons essentially come from the F−s2p0d state. The contribu-
tion from the state Li+s1sd is important only for small values
of r, decreasing strongly forr.1 a.u. The phasebi of the
atomic transition amplitude is shown in Fig. 2sbd as a func-
tion of r, for the different initial states. In all cases,bi
smoothly decreases asr increases.

Partial capture probabilities from initial crystal states with
kW =s0,0d are displayed in Fig. 3 for the surface bands
Li+s1sd, F−s2sd, F−s2p0d, and F−s2p1d, respectively. They are
plotted as a function of the angleu that determines the ori-
entation of the projectile trajectory with respect to the crystal
axes. As a result of the symmetry of the problem, onlyu

values ranging from 0 top /4 are shown. Strong interference
effects are observed in Fig. 3; there are preferential direc-
tions of the crystal along which surface capture probability
PikW presents sharp maxima, while for other directions the
process is almost completely suppressed. The orientation of
these directions varies with the considered surface band. As
the modulus and phase ofai

satd vary smoothly withr, from
Eq. s18d the maxima ofPikW roughly correspond to scattering
along surface-ion strings that verifyskW ·v̂−Wdd.N2p, d be-
ing the spacing between adjacent ions of the string andN
small integer numbers. Therefore, the set of anglesu for
which the capture probability displays maxima is different
for every initial bandi because the transferred momentumW
depends on the Bloch energyeiskWd. For LiF surfaces, equal
probabilities are obtained for initial states withkW
= ± sp /dx,p /dyd due to Li+ and F− ions occupy alternative

lattice sites and, consequently, phasesfskW −WW d ·xWnmg differ
only in integers times 2p with respect tokW =s0,0d. In Fig. 4
we show partial capture probabilities from initial states with
kW =(p / s2dxd ,p / s2dyd), again for the surface bands Li+s1sd,
F−s2sd, F−s2p0d, and F−s2p1d. For this value ofkW different
interference patterns are obtained in comparison with those
displayed in Fig. 3.

To investigate the dependency of these interference struc-
tures with the bandwidthdi, in Fig. 5 we display capture
probabilitiesPikW derived by fixingdi =0, comparing the re-
sults with those obtained by including the energy dispersion

FIG. 5. Similar to Fig. 3 for the surface bandssad F−s2sd andsbd
F−s2p0d. Solid lines: results including the bandwidthdi as given
by Eq. s6d. Dashed lines: results obtained by fixingdi =0.

FIG. 6. Total capture probability from the surface bands Li+s1sd,
F−s2sd, F−s2p0d, and F−s2p1d as a function of the orientation angle
u. Solid line: coherent probabilityPi, as given by Eq.s20d. Dashed
line: incoherent probabilityPi

sind, as given by Eq.s23d.
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di. Initial states withkW =s0,0d within the bands F−s2sd and
F−s2p0d are considered. While for the 2s band the shift in-
troduced bydi is small, for the 2p band not only the position
of the maxima but also the shape of the curve changes by
neglectingdi, especially at largeu angles. We estimate that
for the F−s2pd band a more precise determination of the
Bloch energy could modify the interference patterns here ob-
tained. These patterns could be experimentally observed by
measuring the electron capture process in coincidence with
the filling of the kW vacancy. Such experiments would allow
one to study the properties of the crystal states. As the co-
herent sum involved in Eq.s18d strongly depends of the dis-
tance between surface ions, we also analyzed the effects pro-
duced by thermal vibrations of the lattice, and they were
found to be small at normal temperatures.

Total capture probabilities from the surface bands 2s, 2p0,
and 2p1 of fluor anions and 1s of lithium cations are plotted
in Fig. 6 as a function the angleu. These probabilities were
obtained by adding contributions coming from different crys-
tal statesfikW, as indicated in Eq.s20d. Remarkably, the inter-
ference effects produced by the coherent capture from differ-
ent lattice sites disappear when the total probability is
considered. The total results obtained from Eq.s20d coincide
quite well with the incoherent values, derived from Eq.s23d,
except foru close top /4, where a small increment ofPi
seems to remain as a signature of the interference. This holds
even for the bandsF−s2pd for which the effect of the band-
width is large. For the incidence angleui =0.7° the incoher-
ent capture probabilities are 0.44, 0.50, 5.20, and 0.69 a.u.
for the bands Li+s1sd, F−s2sd, F−s2p0d, and F−s2p1d, respec-
tively. It should be noted that for a givenkW value, the average
on the angleu of PikW does not lead to the incoherent prob-
ability, associated with random incidence. The partial prob-
ability PikW roughly reaches the incoherent limit only if the
phasebisrd is taken as a random number and the number of
atomic collisions is increased from 500 to more than 4000 by
decreasing the interatomic distancesdx anddy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the electron transfer process by the
grazing incidence of ions on solid surfaces has been studied

at high impact energies. Employing a distorted-wave
method—the EI approximation—we have expressed the
transition amplitude for coherent electron capture from the
surface as a sum of atomic transition amplitudes, each of
them associated with electron transfer from only one lattice
site. We have found that for a given initial crystal state, the
capture probability exhibits maxima and minima related to
scattering along preferential directions. These preferential
axes do not necessarily coincide with low-index crystallo-
graphic directions, and they vary with the crystal state con-
sidered.

The interference patterns almost completely disappear
when the contributions from different crystal states are added
to obtain the total capture probability from the surface band.
The total transition probability for the coherent process tends
to the value corresponding to random incidence, usually
known as incoherent probability, and only a weak interfer-
ence effect is observed for the angleu<p /4. Although more
precise calculations should be necessary to confirm these
findings, we expect that under axial surface channeling con-
ditions, accurate measurement of the energy and charge state
of the ion will allow to observe interference structures. Simi-
lar effects should be also found at lower impact velocities,
where interferences patterns could be enhanced for surface
bands with a large bandwidth. In slow collisions, coherence
phenomena could also affect the probability of the formation
of negative hydrogen ions, which are considered as a precur-
sor for the electron-emission processf29g. As a future devel-
opment, we plan to introduce into the model a surface inter-
action that takes into account the crystallographic orientation
f30g to describe channeling projectile trajectories.
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